The Olin PhD program helps exceptional students foster scholarly thinking and build research skills.”
—Edwige Cheynel, Associate Professor of Accounting

Olin Business School’s Accounting program focuses on infusing students with a broad base of knowledge and the necessary research skills to enjoy robust careers as university educators and researchers. This rigorous training is crucial to entering the highly competitive field as an accounting faculty member at a top research university.

In this program, you’ll study issues in two areas: the role of financial information in facilitating the operations of capital markets, and assistance for managers planning and controlling the way institutions operate.

The Wells Fargo Advisors Center for Finance and Accounting Research (WFA-CFAR) is dedicated to the dissemination of research in finance and accounting that brings to light cutting-edge thinking and helps solve the unique needs and challenges of business. The center brings an important focus to finance and accounting issues through the creative design of Olin courses, groundbreaking research papers and white papers, top-tier academic conferences, and custom member projects.
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